
DIY these 
darling 
wood toys!



fairytale fun
We made our fairytale folks (and horse!) 
with wood shapes, hot glue, acrylic paint 
and cotton embroidery floss. To make the 

background, we attached a wood block 
to the back of a basswood sheet 

(for stability) and then painted on 
the trees and tower.

Happy Face
Delight your little girl and keep her out 

of your makeup pouch with this cute 
cosmetic collection. Making it is as 

simple as combining a variety of wood 
pieces for beautiful results. Wood shapes 

used: dowels, hearts and rectangles 
in assorted sizes.
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Over the Rainbow
We cut a 14-inch wood hoop in half to make the frame of this 
adorable beaded mobile, then did it again with a small wood 
“o” for the rainbow centerpiece. Next, we drilled small holes 

in the frame and wood embellishments and strung them 
with beads on cotton cording. Tip: Paint wood pieces 

as desired before stringing together.
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insta cam
This cute camera is a snap to make. Create the base by stacking and gluing two wooden rectangle shapes—and give 

them a good sanding once dry to make a smooth, even surface. Then use more wood shapes (and acrylic paint) for 
camera features. Bonus points: Braid paracord to make a strap and attach with decorative tacks.

Helpful Hedgehog
Little hands love these pencil holders! We shaved one end of a wood egg shape to form a face and sanded out 

the rough edges. Then we drilled 1-inch deep holes to hold pencils. Tip: Hot glue furniture plugs on the 
bottom of the eggs to give your hedgehogs firm footing.
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Mix & Match
Wooden discs and knobs make a great 

foundation for this brain-boosting matching 
game. Draw and then paint matching icons 

on pairs of discs and attach wood knobs 
to the backs after they dry. 

Merry Mermaid
Craft this dainty mermaid’s tail by 

shaping clay over a large wood egg. 
Once it dries, give it a coat of paint 

and then add color-changing glaze for 
shimmer. Use super glue to attach 

her head, body, arms (natural cotton 
cord) and small wood-knob hands. 

Tip: Get creative with details like 
embroidery floss hair and a crown.

Tip: Make storage simple 
and stylish by painting 

matching icons on a 
drawstring pouch.
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Dino-Mite!
This DIY dinosaur is worth the roar. Use a small birch wood egg for the head, a larger one for 
the body, and wood furniture buttons for the legs. Add the scales, arms and feet by cutting 
small rectangles from wood with a craft knife and attaching with hot glue. Then paint as 
desired. Tip: Use a fine-tip paint marker for the eyes.

From the Cover
Use a variety of wood shapes (beads, 

knobs, wheels and more!) to make 
a customized busy board.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


